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For the Love of White Chrissie Rucker 2019-11-26 Create calming, peaceful spaces in your
home with white and neutral tones with the first home decorating book from The White
Company, published as this much-loved brand celebrates its twenty-fifth anniversary. “The
thing about white is that it goes with everything, it is a canvas for life, whoever you are and
whatever your tastes. You just can’t beat it.”—Chrissie Rucker Whether you live in a tiny city
apartment, a rambling country cottage or an elegant town house For the Love of White offers
the definitive book on decorating with white and neutral ones. From room schemes for light,
bright family kitchens and calming bedrooms to the all-important finishing touches—this is a
book to be inspired by again and again. Illustrated with specially commissioned photography
by leading interiors photographer, Chris Everard and organized into three sections—Country,
Town and Coastal—the book provides both the advice and the inspiration needed to
transform your home.
Home Stories Mateo Kries 2020-04-21 A mammoth history of interior design and the way it
shapes our lives, in 20 iconic interiors Our homes are an expression of how we want to live;
they shape our everyday routines and fundamentally affect our well-being. Interior design for
the home sustains a giant global industry and feeds an entire branch of the media. However,
the question of dwelling, or how to live, is found increasingly to be lacking in serious
discourse. This book sets out to review the interior design of our homes. It discusses 20
iconic residential interiors from the present back to the 1920s, by architects, artists and
designers such as Assemble, Cecil Beaton, Lina Bo Bardi, Arno Brandlhuber, Elsie de Wolfe,
Elii, Josef Frank, Andrew Geller, IKEA, Finn Juhl, Michael Graves, Kisho Kurokawa, Adolf
Loos, Claude Parent, Bernard Rudofsky, Margarete Schütte-Lihotzky, Alison and Peter
Smithson, Jacques Tati, Mies van der Rohe and Andy Warhol. Including historic and recent
photographs, drawings and plans, the book explores these case studies as key moments in
the history of the modern interior. Penny Sparke provides a concise history of the discipline
of interior design, Alice Rawsthorn investigates the role of gender, and Mark Taylor discusses
the discourse on interior design in the 21st century. Adam Stech offers insights into the use
of colour in residential interiors and Matteo Pirola offers a detailed and richly illustrated
chronology of significant events in the history of interior design. In a portfolio of photographs
selected exclusively for this book, Jasper Morrison explores what makes a good interior. In
addition to interviews with contemporary interior design practitioners, experts in the fields of
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the sociology of living and psychology provide further insight. This book is a valuable
resource for anyone interested in interior design.
Resilient Stitch Claire Wellesley-Smith 2021-04-13 Following on from her textile hit Slow
Stitch, author Claire Wellesley-Smith considers the importance of connection and ideas
around wellbeing when using textiles for individuals and communities, including practical
ideas around ‘thinking-through-making’, using ‘resonant’ materials and extending the life of
pieces using traditional and non-traditional methods. Contemporary textile artists using these
themes in their work feature alongside personal work from Claire and examples from
community-based textile projects. The book features some of the very best textile artists
around, esteemed American fiber artists and the doyenne of textiles, Alice Kettle. Resilient
fabrics that can be manipulated, stressed, withstand tension and be made anew are
recommended throughout the book, as well as techniques such as layering, patching,
reinforcing, re-stitching and mending, plus ideas for the inclusion of everyday materials in
your work. There's an exploration of ways to link your emotional health with your textile
practice, and 'Community' suggests ways to make connections with others in your regular
textile work. 'Landscape' has a range of suggestions and examples of immersing your work in
the local landscape, a terrific way to find meaning in your work and a sense of place. Finally,
there is a moving account of one textile community's creative response to the 2020
coronavirus pandemic. The connection between wellbeing and the creation of textiles has
never been stronger, and, as a leading exponent of this campaign, Claire is the perfect author
to help you find more than just a finished textile at the end of a project.
The Interior Design Handbook Frida Ramstedt 2020-10-27 The new comprehensive bible
of interior design, from a home styling guru who has coached an entire Scandinavian
generation in the art of creating a harmonious home. Frida Ramstedt believes in thinking
about how we decorate, rather than focusing on what we decorate with. We know more today
than ever before about design trends, furniture, and knickknacks, and now Frida familiarizes
readers with the basic principles behind interior and styling—what looks good and, most of
all, why it looks good. The Interior Design Handbook teaches you general rules of
thumb—like what the golden ratio and the golden spiral are, the proper size for a coffee table
in relation to your sofa, the optimal height to hang lighting fixtures, and the best ways to use
a mood board—complete with helpful illustrations. Use The Interior Design Handbook to
achieve a balanced, beautiful home no matter where you live or what your style is.
The Kinfolk Home Nathan Williams 2015-10-20 New York Times bestseller When The
Kinfolk Table was published in 2013, it transformed the way readers across the globe thought
about small gatherings. In this much-anticipated follow-up, Kinfolk founder Nathan Williams
showcases how embracing that same ethos—of slowing down, simplifying your life, and
cultivating community—allows you to create a more considered, beautiful, and intimate living
space. The Kinfolk Home takes readers inside 35 homes around the world, from the United
States, Scandinavia, Japan, and beyond. Some have constructed modern urban homes from
blueprints, while others nurture their home’s long history. What all of these spaces have in
common is that they’ve been put together carefully, slowly, and with great intention.
Featuring inviting photographs and insightful profiles, interviews, and essays, each home
tour is guaranteed to inspire.
Cottier's in Context Juliet Kinchin 2011 Dowanhill Church was designed by William Leiper in
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1863 and served as a place of worship until the building came into disrepair in the 1980s. The
congregation sold the church to the Four Acres Charitable Trust who started a quest to bring
this Glasgow landmark back to its former glory. In the process, they discovered a remarkable
decorative interior produced by a man called Daniel Cottier.Cottier, a Glasgow native artist,
worked closely with significant contemporaries such as architect William Leiper during the
second half of the nineteenth century. Although relatively unknown locally, Cottier became a
major influence in international circles as a stained glass artist, decorator, furniture designer
as well as art dealer and promoter of younger talent.Cottier's in Context explores the life,
work and influence of Daniel Cottier and his contemporary William Leiper, and at the same
time details the hugely significant surviving interior of Dowanhill Church.
This is Home Natalie Walton 2018-04-17 This is Home is a back-to-basics guide on how to
create authentic wholehearted interiors. It's about living simply – finding the essence of what
makes you happy at home and creating spaces that reflect your needs and style. Filled with
clever ideas and creative spaces it shows that you don't need a huge budget to create a
beautiful home. This is Home provides examples and case studies of places with a global and
timeless feel that haven't always been renovated in the traditional sense but are true homes.
Featuring eight case studies from Australia, the US and Europe, and nearly 200 color
photographs, This is Home will inspire you with beautiful, authentic places you want to be –
today. Chapters include: The big picture: how to determine your decorating personality, and
what's authentic for you. Starting over: let go of the past and create a home for the person
you are today, with a focus on decision-making and the art of editing. Living for now: Work
out a budget for your time and money using your values as a guide. Where you can spend and
save when it comes to creating lasting interiors. The Art of ingenuity: Think creatively, not
expensively, when it comes to making changes at home. Going beyond the usual suspects can
help you to create a home that's distinctively yours. The poetry of space: Successful spaces
are all about addition and subtraction, positive and negative. How to create balance within a
room while reflecting your decorating style. The feel of a home: Create interiors that make
you feel, and have an emotional connection. How to introduce decorative elements that make
for authentic interiors. Surrounding spaces: Key ideas to consider when creating your place
in relation to its environment - from the surrounding landscape to local community.
Maintaining the focus: Ways to evolve what's important for you and keep focussed on your
aesthetic and lifestyle. Happy renewal: How to keep your home fresh without exhausting or
expensive overhauls. Rest and revive: How our homes can function as a place to rest our
bodies, rejoice in our relationships and restore our values.
Postmodern Architecture Owen Hopkins 2020-02-19 A curated collection of Postmodern
architecture in all its glorious array of vivid non-conformity This unprecedented book takes
its subtitle from Postmodernist icon Robert Venturi's spirited response to Mies van der
Rohe's dictum that 'less is more'. One of the 20th century's most controversial styles,
Postmodernism began in the 1970s, reached a fever pitch of eclectic non-conformity in the
1980s and 90s, and after nearly 40 years is now enjoying a newfound popularity. Postmodern
Architecture showcases examples of the movement in a rainbow of hues and forms from
around the globe.
Classical Invention John B. Murray 2013-09-17 Architect John B. Murray creates residences
that harmonize the past with the present through stunning, meticulous design, from Fifth
Avenue apartments to restored farmhouses in New England and Upstate New York to
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weekend getaways on Long Island Sound. He harbors a deep love of the principles of
traditional architecture, while always embracing contemporary life. Through his mastery of
classical detail and his profound commitment to quality in every aspect of architecture,
Murray translates his clients’ ideas of home, comfort, and refinement into physical form. In
this richly illustrated collection of eighteen country and city residences, Murray reveals his
design approach through engaging prose and drawings. For each project, he creates the
traditional Beaux-Arts drawing known as the analytique, which brings together all of the
significant elements of a design in a harmonious and balanced whole. Classical Invention
reproduces these exquisitely hand-drawn studies alongside stunning photographs of each
home. "I have found the language of classical design to be a limitless source of invention as
well as a true touchstone of quality . . . we have to look at our built history with a fresh eye,
using it to create classically inspired spaces that are appropriate for our times." —John
Murray
Mr. Ken Fulk's Magical World Ken Fulk 2016-10-18 Working out of The Magic Factory, a
15,000- square-foot think tank in San Francisco, Ken Fulk specializes in interior design,
special events, and architecture. Whether he is creating fantastic homes, throwing the
opening party of a museum show, or planning large-scale events (like the famous wedding of
Facebook s Sean Parker in a redwood forest), Fulk s work is always remarkable and stylish
and sometimes over the top. Featuring more than 200 color photos with accompanying
narration by the designer, "Mr. Ken Fulk s Magical World" showcases the best of his
luxurious environments over the past decade: gorgeous dwellings he has designed for notable
clientele; his own three homes; stunning examples of his party and event designs; and even a
private jet."
French Accents Erin Swift 2013 Presents a guide to interior decorating that showcases
examples in the French style while breaking down component details that can be customized
according to individual taste, with additional information about colors, fabrics, and
accessories.
Linens Jane Scott Hodges 2014-04-01 This is the essential book on living and entertaining
with elegant linens-for every day and special occasions. Offering both visual inspiration and
practical information, Linens is the ultimate guide to living and entertaining with fine linens.
Credited with reviving the art of couture linens for everyday use, Jane Scott Hodges's
contributions to the world of fine linens have made her a favorite of house and home
magazines. As the founder and owner of couture fine linens company Leontine Linens, she
has spent the past two decades studying, collecting, and innovating the world of fine linens.
In her engaging Southern way, she introduces us to the art of beautifully made linens and
shows how easy it is to use them to personalize your home and change looks and moods
without redecorating. Whether your style is classic or modern, quirky or quiet, linens are
uniquely adaptable to the way you live and decorate and the surest way to put your unique
stamp on your home. Throughout, the book also offers liberal doses of the author's expert
advice and savvy insight on use and care, as well as contributions from leading decorators
and home stylists. Replete with beautiful linen-filled rooms detailing countless interpretations
of applique, embroidery, and monograms-and the myriad weaves and colors to explore-Linens
opens up the possibilities of a world of decorating and a fresh look at entertaining.
Still Natalie Walton 2020-05-19 A stunning visual journey through the homes of people from
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around the world who have taken steps to simplify their lives and embrace the principles of
slow living. Still is an interiors book that invites readers to take on the philosophy of the
SLOW movement. Living Sustainably; Local; Organic; and Whole. It talks not just to the
question of the physical structures we choose, but also the surrounding environment, and
what effect that can have on general happiness and wellbeing. Still includes about a dozen
case studies featuring escape homes and owners who live according to these aforementioned
principles, enlightening readers as to why they chose this path and how it has benefitted
their lives. It is the follow-up to Natalie Walton's successful first title This is Home, and once
again features location photography by Chris Warnes.
Design of the 20th Century Charlotte Fiell 2012 This text is a journey through the shapes
and colours, forms and functions of design history in the 20th century. It contains an A-Z of
designers and design schools, which builds into a complete picture of contemporary living.
Northern Delights Emma Fexeus 2013 If the goal were to build a house in which everyone
would like to live, the architect would likely be Italian, the engineer maybe German, the
gardener probably British, and the craftspeople either Swiss or Japanese. The interior
designer of that house, though, should - beyond any doubt - be from Scandinavia. Northern
Delights reveals why hardly any other interior or product design is so timeless, so functional,
so aesthetic, and of such high quality as that of Sweden, Norway, Finland, and Denmark. The
book's stunning selection of Scandinavian design ranges from individual products to skillfully
staged living spaces. Although it also presents iconic designs, the book focuses on the work of
young talents who are consciously building upon local sustainable design traditions and
further developing them in a way that is consistent, intelligent, and reflects an unerring
sense of style. Northern Delights showcases classic, minimal, rustic, and pop styles that are
united by their simplicity, functionality, and love of light. The included examples show how
the grains of different woods, the clarity of colored glass, the cheery colors of fabrics and
patterns, and the overall quality of craftsmanship contribute to creating simple, inviting, and
very comfortable spaces. Whether the featured work was created for residences, offices, or
any other rooms, in a Scandinavian interior, everyone feels at home.
Monochrome Home Hilary Robertson 2014-04-09 Decorating in black and white is
perennially popular and eternally chic. Hilary Robertson demonstrates how, whether used
alone or together, these contrasting shades can create dramatic effects at home, from the
classic to the eclectic.
Boudoir Hilary Robertson 2000 Creating an sumptuous atmosphere for the bedroom is the
basis for this guidebook, which presents more than 20 styles and themes for bedroom decor,
and tips on the most effective ways to combine colors, patterns, and textures to create the
most indulgent surroundings. Photos.
BoHo Chic Jewelry Laura Beth Love 2014-03-14 Provides step-by-step, illustrated instructions
for twenty-five stylish jewelry making projects using a variety of materials such as china,
flatware, buttons, leather and lace, including pendants, earrings, and bracelets.
Stuff of Life Hilary Robertson 2019-02-12 Hilary Robertson reveals a multitude of ways to
style and display the “stuff of life”—the flotsam and jetsam of possessions, from pictures and
ornaments to hats and bicycles, that we accumulate over the course of time. In the first
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chapter, How to Arrange your Stuff, Hilary identifies and illustrates four different approaches
to arrangements—intuitive, narrative, practical, and curatorial—and shows how each one can
be achieved. She also considers the variety of display locations available within the
home—walls, mantelpieces, windowsills, chests of drawers, tabletops—and suggests how to
make the most of them. Next, in Stories Told by Real Homes, Hilary shares insider knowledge
drawn from the experience of creating interiors that fall into five different styles—Neatnik,
Bohemian, Naturalist, Sculpture Vulture, and Noble Salvage. Some people are magpies—they
love stuff; finding, collecting, and displaying it—while their opposite, the minimalists, are on
a mission to contain or tame it. The ideas in this book will appeal to magpies, minimalists,
and everyone in between.
The Home Upgrade Gestalten 2019-09-25 The Home Upgrade looks beyond big budget
projects and explores homes where the seemingly impossible has been achieved. For
architects striking out on their own, such projects offer the opportunity to flex their muscles
and lead a project for the first time.
Architectural Digest at 100 Architectural Digest 2019-10-08 A 100-year visual history of
the magazine, showcasing the work of top interior designers and architects, and the personal
spaces of numerous celebrities. Architectural Digest at 100 celebrates the best from the
pages of the international design authority. The editors have delved into the archives and
culled years of rich material covering a range of subjects. Ranging freely between present
and past, the book features the personal spaces of dozens of private celebrities like Barack
and Michelle Obama, David Bowie, Truman Capote, David Hockney, Michael Kors, and Diana
Vreeland, and includes the work of top designers and architects like Frank Gehry, David
Hicks, India Mahdavi, Peter Marino, John Fowler, Renzo Mongiardino, Oscar Niemeyer, Axel
Vervoordt, Frank Lloyd Wright, and Elsie de Wolfe. Also included are stunning images from
the magazine’s history by photographers such as Bill Cunningham, Horst P. Horst, Simon
Upton, Francois Dischinger, Francois Halard, Julius Shulman, and Oberto Gili. “The book is
really a survey of how Americans have lived—and how American life has changed—over the
past 100 years.” ?Los Angeles Times “A Must-Have Book!” ?Interior Design Magazines
“Written in the elevated quality that only the editors of Architectural Digest can master so
well, AD at 100: A Century of Style is the world’s newest guide to the best and brightest
designs to inspire your next big home project.” ?The Editorialist
French Home Josephine Ryan 2013-03-14 Looks at how to leverage textures, colors,
furniture, lighting, mirrors, paintings and more to provide a distinctively French look to a
home's interior.
The Case Against Impeaching Trump Alan Dershowitz 2018-07-09 "A brilliant lawyer...A new
and very important book. I would encourage all people...to read!"—President Donald J. Trump
“Absolutely amazing…. If you care about justice...read this book.”—Sean Hannity “Maybe the
question isn’t what happened to Alan Dershowitz. Maybe it’s what happened to everyone
else.”—Politico Alan Dershowitz has been called “one of the most prominent and consistent
defenders of civil liberties in America” by Politico and “the nation’s most peripatetic civil
liberties lawyer and one of its most distinguished defenders of individual rights” by
Newsweek. Yet he has come under partisan fire for applying those same principles to Donald
Trump during the course of his many appearances in national media outlets as an expert
resource on civil liberties and constitutional law. The Case Against Removing Trump seeks to
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reorient the debate over impeachment to the same standard that Dershowitz has continued to
uphold for decades: the law of the United States of America, as established by the
Constitution. In the author’s own words: “In the fervor to impeach President Trump, his
political enemies have ignored the text of the Constitution. As a civil libertarian who voted
against Trump, I remind those who would impeach him not to run roughshod over a
document that has protected us all for two and a quarter centuries. In this case against
impeachment, I make arguments similar to those I made against the impeachment of
President Bill Clinton (and that I would be making had Hillary Clinton been elected and
Republicans were seeking to impeach her). Impeachment and removal of a president are not
entirely political decisions by Congress. Every member takes an oath to uphold the
Constitution of the United States, and the Constitution sets out specific substantive criteria
that MUST be met. I am thrilled to contribute to this important debate and especially that my
book will be so quickly available to readers so they can make up their own minds.”
The Book of Hygge Louisa Thomsen Brits 2016
Making Africa Mateo Kries 2015 Over the past decade, Africa has experienced a tremendous
political, economic and technological transformation. Spearheading this shift is a new
generation of entrepreneurs and doers who have opened up a fresh view of this vast and
diverse continent, using the Internet to make themselves visible. Developed in collaboration
with renowned curator Okwui Enwezor, "Making Africa: A Continent of Contemporary
Design" embraces this new perspective, seeking to reveal the continent as a thinktank and
investigating the intriguing possibility of a new understanding of design. It focuses on a
generation of African designers, architects and artists who transcend the boundaries between
design, art, photography, architecture and urbanism. Utilizing traditional techniques as
comfortably as new media such as Facebook and mobile banking systems, these designers
are establishing a new design identity-and thus a new future-for the continent. "Making
Africa" examines everyday life through such items as furniture, posters, fashion garments
and accessories, including J.D. Okhai Ojejkere's "Nigerian hairstyles" and Cyrus Kabiru's
eyewear sculptures as well as the objects of Cheick Diallo, fashion by Buki Akib, the
photographs of Mário Macilau and Okhai Ojeikere, the architecture of Francis Kéré, the
animation art of Robin Rhode and many other creations of designers from different
disciplines. Grounding these new movements in a larger historical context, "Making Africa"
also takes a look at the first generation of postcolonial Africa.
Beautiful Bedrooms Better Homes & Gardens 2009-07-20 Inside access to the most
beautifully designed bedrooms in the country In Beautiful Bedrooms, real-life luxury
bedrooms give you inspiring ideas to transform your own bedroom into a space that is both
stylish and comfortable. Richly illustrated with gorgeous full-color photos, Beautiful
Bedrooms showcases high-end bedrooms from around the country. You'll get a tour of each
bedroom with photos taken from several angles. The book is organized by style so you can
"shop" photos for complete looks and get advice on how to pull elements together in your
own bedroom. Beautiful Bedrooms gives you Traditional and contemporary high-end designs
from real bedrooms Hundreds of beautiful full-color photos Ideas for transforming your own
bedroom into a luxurious space Whether you're looking to add simple design elements to an
existing bedroom or completely transform a room with major renovations, Beautiful
Bedrooms shows you how to turn any master or guest bedroom into the ultimate retreat.
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Bookshelf Design Sendpoints 2014 Whether trophy or status symbol, comfort or escape
books can have profound meaning in our lives. As a result, how we store them can take on
significant importance. Book shelf Design examines the most creative storage solutions of
recent years by an international cast of industrial and furniture designers. In some, the books
are hidden or not immediately recognizable, in others they take center stage and even
interact with the design to create the finished composition. The definition of bookshelf is
greatly expanded to include, chairs, tables and even lamps that function as storage. There are
myriads of ways to shelve a book, but chances are, youve never thought of these
Decorating with Colour Eaglemoss 1999 An exploration of all aspects of using colour within
the home, giving advice on choosing colour schemes and explaining how to use colour to
maximise space or light within a room. Split into three sections, the book begins by going
through the basics of colour theory. Section two explores a number of tried and tested colour
matches, often inspired by nature, from provencal colours to pastels and earth colours.
Section three provides advice on how to mix and match colours to dramatic effect.
Implementing Change with Clinical Audit Richard W. Baker 1999-01-26 Clinical audit, the
systematic critical analysis of medical care, receives comprehensive and illuminating
treatment in this definitive introduction. The authors cover all the knowledge and skills
required to implement change in clinical practices based on results of the multiprofessional
clinical audit. Discussing various designs for audit projects as well as specific methods of
data collection and analysis, the book uses real-world case studies to demonstrate each
technique's effectiveness.
China Contemporary Michael Freeman 2008 Surveys the new directions in style being
taken by Chinese interior designers in such areas as color application and renovation.
Rockett St George: Extraordinary Interiors Jane Rockett 2017-10-10 Self-acknowledged
‘design junkies’ Lucy St George and Jane Rockett launched their online interiors store in
2007. Ten years on, Rockett St George has revitalized the interiors market with their quirky,
glamorous and distinctive collections.
Blissful Living Ashlina Kaposta 2016-12-16 Who wouldn't want to live in a world with a little
more bliss? In today's world, technology has changed the way we experience our lives. In
Blissful Living, Ashlina Kaposta shares insightful advice for the modern woman who desires
to have it all; financial abundance, radiant health and passionate love. Using the principles of
Feng-Shui and other decorating secrets, you will learn how to turn your house into a
sanctuary that sets you up for success in all areas of your life. Most importantly mind, body
and soul.
The Gates of Gabriel Marie-France Leger 2021-03-27 Maya Brixton was an ordinary girl
with a tragic past, losing her mother to the cruel circumstances of life... Or so she thought.
When Maya meets a mysterious Beau Gabriel, she comes to realize that her mother's death
may not have been a coincidence after all. She quickly learns that the life she had been living
was not the life intended for her - but a life of power, secrets, and faith. Though nothing in
life is free, and power always demands a price.
Contemporary Classical Andrew Skurman 2012-09-05 Architect Andrew Skurman is an
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unabashed classicist. His award-winning San Francisco-based firm, Andrew Skurman
Architects, specializes in designing superbly crafted custom residences inspired by the
building traditions of French châteaux, Mediterranean villas, and Georgian country houses.
Skurman draws on an extensive architectural library of European and American design with
the precision of an eminent art historian, skillfully adapting timeless design elements to suit
today's lifestyles. Collaborating with well-respected contractors, interior and landscape
designers, lighting and audiovisual experts, and other consultants, Skurman blends modern
comfort and conveniences into traditional settings. Featuring gorgeous photography and
exquisite watercolor studies, Contemporary Classical showcases an exceptional range of
residential work, including the new Pelican Hill Resort on the Newport Coast of California.
Nomad at Home Hilary Robertson 2022-07-12 Nomad at Home dissects the desire to
wander the globe from the point of view of the design-led traveler, those for whom “it is a
better thing to travel hopefully than to arrive.” “There are few countries I have visited
without consulting the local real estate agent’s window or poring over the free property
magazine. Whether in Puglia or Provence, I am already imagining my new life there; the
basket I’ll carry to market, the dress I’ll change into for an apéro, the flea market at which I
will buy my furniture, the secret cove where I’ll swim.” In Nomad at Home, compulsive
wanderer Hilary Robertson showcases 10 unique locations and tells the stories of different
nomadic tribes: the Adopters, who have left home forever and made a life elsewhere, as well
as the Escapists, always on the move, with a base in two, three, or maybe even four locations.
Then there are the Serial Wanderers, who simply absorb the DNA of any given destination
and bring it all back home; creating Provence in Pittsburgh with ingredients gathered on
their travels. There are more ways than one of satisfying a wandering eye. As well as offering
inspiration from homes all over the globe, Nomad at Home also contains champion shopper
Hilary's nomadic sourcebook, which allows readers to hit the ground shopping in destinations
all over the world, with an address book for every country covered, every story told.
Beijing Ambroise Tézenas 2006 Westerners are fascinated by the development of China. For
the last half of the 20th century its borders were effectively closed and, with rare exceptions,
the only images that came out of the country were either propaganda or coverage of a tragic
news event. Between 2001 and 2005 French photographer Tézenas made several visits to
Beijing. As he wandered through the city he began to recognise that its landscape offered an
unexpected vision - a city caught between two worlds - an ancient past and a frenzied
present.
Secret Houses of the Cotswolds Jeremy Musson 2018-03-01 Secret Houses of the Cotswolds
is a personal tour of twenty of the UK’s most beguiling houses in this much loved area of
western England, defined by its distinctive honey-coloured stone, rolling hills, picturesque
villages and the most traditional English landscape. Author and architectural historian,
Jeremy Musson, and Cotswolds-based photographer Hugo Rittson Thomas, offer privileged
access to twenty houses, from castles and manor houses, by way of eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century mansions, revealing their history, architecture and interiors, in the
company of their devoted owners. In the footsteps of artists and designers from Georgian
designers such as William Kent to Victorian visionary, William Morris, founder of the arts and
crafts movement, we find a series of fascinating country houses of different sizes and
atmospheres, which have shaped the English identity, and in different ways express the
ideals of English life. Most of the houses included here are privately owned and not usually
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open to the public, and all of these houses featured in this book can be enjoyed through the
eyes of owners, as well as an experienced architectural historian, and an award-winning
photographer.
Charleston Quentin Bell 2018-09-06 Set in the heart of the Sussex Downs, Charleston
Farmhouse is the most important remaining example of Bloomsbury decorative style, created
by the painters Vanessa Bell and Duncan Grant. Quentin Bell, the younger son of Clive and
Vanessa Bell, and his daughter Virghinia Nicholson, tell the story of this unique house,
linking it with some of the leading cultural figures who were invited there, including
Vanessa's sister Virginia Woolf, the writer Lytton Strachey, the economist Maynard Keynes
and the art critic Roger Fry. The house and garden are portrayed through Alen MacWeeney's
atmostpheric photographs; pictures from Vanessa Bell's family album convey the flavour of
the household in its heyday.
Goodwood Revival Uli Weber 2014 The world's most popular historic motor race meeting
staged entirely in the nostalgic time capsule of the 1940s–60s through the lens of the
photographer Uli Weber. Following on from the success of the book Portraits, featuring
celebrity portraits from over of a 20 year period including Daniel Radcliffe, Sting, Bruce
Willis and Kylie Minogue, Uli Weber has now turned his lens to capturing the magic of the
Goodwood Revival festival. Goodwood Revival is a magical step back in time, a unique chance
to revel in the glamour and allure of motor racing; a rare opportunity to celebrate the halcyon
days of motor racing as it used to be, with all of the spectacle and elegance of the era. Held
over 3 days at Goodwood, the estate of Lord March, competitors and spectators alike dress in
period fashions, with the finest sights and entertainment of the pre-1966 era for all to enjoy.
Every year Goodwood stages a highly competitive race meeting for the kind of cars and
motorcycles that would have been at this historic circuit during 1948-1966, offering visitors
the opportunity to leave the “modern world” behind and see motor sport luminaries including
Sir Stirling Moss, Nick Mason, John Surtees, Jean Alesi and Sir Jackie Stewart racing.
Less Rachel Aust 2018-06-12 Simplify life and amplify living by mastering the fundamentals
of minimalism through this visual guide to embracing a minimalist lifestyle. How can living
with less contribute to a greater sense of fulfillment? It seems contradictory, yet the
minimalist lifestyle, which focuses on scaling back your possessions and simplifying your life
to just the essentials, achieves just that. Adopt minimal living, and you'll find that less is
more: More time because you don't waste it caring for and organizing stuff. More space
because you don't fill it with objects of marginal value. More money because you don't spend
it on unnecessary things. More clarity because your mind isn't bogged down by the clutter
around you. More enjoyment because your energy is spent on experiences and connections.
Using decision trees, flow charts, icons, and other graphics, Less shows how minimalism can
be applied to any area of life--including home, wardrobe, decor, cooking, cleaning, finances,
and organizing your time--and how it can be adapted to suit your own goals and help you
achieve your version of happiness.
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